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Clutch kit
Suitable for: Scania 

replaces
Multibrand

Similar to tyres and brakes, clutches are main expendable components in vehicles. The service life is highly depen-
dent on the quality, the professional fitting and the correct use of the product as well as the vehicle‘s conditions of
use. The clutch is one of the elements in the drive assembly which has to sustain major strain due to the effect of vi-
bration, pressure and centrifugal forces, and the friction heat created. The clutch forms the interface between the
motor and gear box.

The main tasks are:

Enabling comfortable gear changes
Transferring the motor torque to the drive components
Absorbing vibration noises
Regulating the flow of forces during gear changes
Protecting the drive assembly against overload
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Hints & tips:

DB5087 Assembly instruction

Further links:

Similar articles from the product range

Note: Accessories are listed on the respective article detail page in the Partner Portal.

DT Spare Parts brand clutch kits are distinguished by the following features:

Qualitatively high value components
High resistance to wear and tear
Identical design to OE/OEM

DT Spare Parts brand clutch kits essentially consist
of the following elements:

1. The clutch disc is the central connection
element in the clutch. Together with the
clutch cover, the clutch disc deals with
separating and connecting the motor and
drive assembly. In addition, it enables the
vehicle to be started gently and jolt-free
thanks to complex torsion absorbers. The
DT Spare Parts brand clutch lining is made
of yarn, copper or brass wire embedded in a
mixture of resin, rubber and filling material.
They are produced in an environmentally
friendly manner, do not contain any heavy
metals and are free of asbestos. They are
distinguished by the good friction properties,
high strength, low weight and high
resistance to wear and tear. The lining even
withstands temperatures of up to 400 °C for
short periods.

2. The clutch cover forms a friction system,
together with the flywheel and clutch disc,
which is fixed to the flywheel with a housing
screw connection. The clutch cover deals
with transferring the motor torque to the
gear shaft using the clutch disc.
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https://dtorcentralresources.azureedge.net/resources/dtwsassets/pdf/DB5087_Assembly_instruction.pdf
https://partnerportal.dieseltechnic.com/en/Product-Groups/Clutch-Pedal/Clutch-Kit-Cover-Disc/Clutch-Kit-Cover-Disc/
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DT Spare Parts brand membrane spring
clutch covers are available in the following
versions:
· pressed version
· drawn version
· twin-disc membrane spring clutch
· coil spring clutch

3. The transfer link between the clutch and
control system is the clutch release bearing.
It is usually centrally guided, equipped with
an automatic centring mechanism and has a
snap connection to the membrane spring.
When the clutch rotates, the ball bearing
found in the head of the clutch release
bearing runs permanently, whereby a
preload produced by the control system
ensures that the membrane spring tongue
and ring guide in the clutch release bearing
run at the same speed.

DT Spare Parts

The brand DT Spare Parts from Germany provides a complete range of vehicle parts and accessories with a 24 month
guarantee – no matter whether for trucks, trailers, buses, transporters or further applications, e.g. cars, agricultural
vehicles, construction vehicles, marine or industrial applications. The guaranteed brand quality is achieved through
the consistent product optimisation and relentless quality assurance within the framework of the Diesel Technic
Quality System (DTQS).

More info: www.dtqs.de
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